HALFEN HVG VERSOGRID
Installation grid
THE VERSATILE FIXING SYSTEM

Benefits at a glance:

› Simple and quick installation and removal of the cross elements — no bolts required!
› The VERSOGRID main profiles and cross elements weigh 5.5 kg per metre!
› The versatile system also allows load suspension via the cross elements!
The versatile solution for large halls: APPLICATIONS FOR VERSOGRID

Whether in exhibition halls, train stations and airports or other large indoor venues with fluctuating public traffic, suspension systems must be designed for maximum flexibility and adaptability. Roof and ceiling elements — beams, girders, existing building services or unevenness in the main building structure — often make installation difficult when large display screens or panels, loudspeakers or spotlights or other objects and paraphernalia need to be installed.

HALFEN VERSOGRID provides an innovative solution: The installation grid creates a level plane below concrete roofs and steel girder structures — requires minimal time and installation work.

The individual components with a weight of only 5.5 kg/m are connected and secured without requiring any tools. The double slot profile allows load-bearing elements to be fixed under the grid using suspension ring bolts, and cable ducts or other media supply components to be fixed on top of the grid structure. Individual profile elements are easily and quickly removed and replaced. This allows necessary repairs, e.g. to media supply lines to be carried out quickly and efficiently. The large selection of RAL colours for the powder coating also ensures a unique and overall very aesthetic design.

THE BENEFITS

› **Light-weight:** The main profiles and the cross elements only weight 5.5 kg per metre.
› **Fast installation:** Simple and quick installation and removal of the cross elements — no bolts required.
› **Variable:** Suspension is also possible via the cross elements, if pipes, services e.g. are located above the main profiles.
› **Minimal visible joints:** All butt joints have ±1 mm longitudinal tolerance to allow for temperature expansion and installation tolerances.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW

1. HVG-HM 40/200 Double slot profile as a main profile or cross element 2000 mm < l < 6000 mm with profile connector as an interlocked slot-in connection, or with an end cap.

2. HVG-CC Cross connector with suspension point

3. HVG-HB Hat bracket for connecting to concrete

4. HVG-SU Suspension unit, freely adjustable

5. HVT-VB Vertical bracer, freely placeable over the length of the profile

6. HVG-SR Suspension ring bolt for attaching load-bearing elements
THE CONCEPT BEHIND THIS INNOVATIVE SYSTEM!

The HALFEN HVG VERSOGRID Installation grid is a system for installation of lighting and media equipment. It is ideal for regular configuration and re-configuration of suspended loads. The double slot profile allows components to be fastened to both the top and bottom over the entire length of the profile.

Depending on load requirements grid spacings between 1.0 m and 6.0 m are possible. Using a single channel type for both the main profiles and cross elements provides a flush installation plane. This makes the cross elements equally suitable for suspension.

Using the system components the installation grid is fastened either to concrete with dowels or with clamps to steel girders.

NO TOOLS REQUIRED; INTERLOCKING INSTALLATION

Connecting the main profiles:

Connecting the cross elements:

The main profiles and cross elements are fixed using a bolt-free, interlocking connection element. The lightweight profiles can therefore be attached by one person in minimal time without requiring any tools. When installation is complete, the connection is secured against accidental separation using R-clips (split pins).